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INCEST: NO LONGER A SECRET, BUT A COMMUNITY PROBLEM
MISSOULA—
The statistics are overwhelming. Experts say that one out of every 10 
females you know has been the victim of sexual abuse as a child. Sexual abuse 
constitutes anything from sexual advances to exhibitionism to fondling and 
beyond with a male adult before the age of 13.
According to Paul Moomaw, clinical psychologist with Bitterroot Psychological 
Services in Missoula, "A little while ago incest was considered very unusual be­
cause no one talked about it."
A need for power, not sex, is what motivates sexual abuse of children,
Moon aw says.
Such abuse also has a lot to do with our society and our culture, he said.
In our society, the ultimate proof of a man's power over a woman is rape. Our 
society also is strongly influenced by the Roman-Judeo tradition that sees children 
as property and women as objects.
"We're socialized to think of women as objects and women are socialized to 
think of themselves that way," Moomaw said.
Women, generally speaking, do not abuse children sexually because in our 
society women are not encouraged to be sexually aggressive.
Although there is no profile of the typical abuser, he is likely to be male 
and either heterosexual or homosexual and come from any social class, ethnic group 
or race. Adults who abuse children frequently feel powerless and don't relate 
well to other adults, Moomaw said. He said sexual abuse is more likely to occur 
in families where sex is repressed.
(over)
Incest, No Longer A Secret--add one
Often, Moomaw said, the mothers of incest victims are not only aware of the 
problem but unconsciously encourage it. Unable to deal with their husbands, they 
want their daughters to serve as replacements for themselves.
Part of the problem of dealing with incest is that it is shrouded in myths, 
Moomaw said. One of the myths is that the little girls somehow ask for it.
Recently, a circuit judge in Lancaster, Wis., referred to a five-year-old ‘assault 
victim as "sexually promiscuous." He survived a recall election brought by 'a group 
named Citizens for Children.
Men who abuse children sexually are very difficult to deal with and treat,
Moomaw said. Usually the men don't feel guilty and don't feel they've done 
anything wrong, he said. "It's a lot like dealing with alcoholics--they deny it 
and lie about it," he said. "They view treatment as a punishment and feel 
persecuted and angry."
Usually the county attorney and welfare agency will step in to protect the 
children once sexual abuse has been reported, Moomaw said. The abuser will be 
removed from the home and ideally allowed to go into a deferred prosecution pro­
gram where he'll be required to accept treatment that involves the whole family.
Moomaw, who conducts short-term groups to treat retrospective incest victims, 
says the trauma of their sexual abuse "affects every aspect of their daily lives." 
Most of the women he treats are in their 30s and 40s. Some of their problems 
include an inability to trust men, a lowered self esteem, trouble in their marriages, 
sexual problems, difficulty in dealing with their sons, and difficulty in trusting
*
their husbands and daughters together.
Moomaw suspects that sexual abuse of children may in increasing. He 
cites an increase in child pornography and an increase in the use of young 
models like Brooke shields as sex symbols for advertising purposes.
An increase in rape and sexual abuse of children also may be linked to 
the women's liberation movement. "When the slaves rebel, you start 
crucifying them," he said. The female rebellion, he thinks, may be 
triggering the same type of response in men.
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